DECOMMISSION ASG MOBIUS VIEWDIRECT WITH SPEED AND ACCURACY

How a Fortune 500 retail pharmacy saved
millions in software licensing fees and
storage costs with Systemware’s Content
Cloud and conversion processing tools.
Systemware’s conversion processing tools help Fortune 500 retail
pharmacy decommission ASG Mobius ViewDirect in four months,
saving millions in software fees and storage costs.

Executive Summary

To improve output report management and delivery, this Fortune 500 retail
pharmacy needed to modernize and simplify its enterprise content management
(ECM) ecosystem. With four separate ECM software products, including ASG
Mobius ViewDirect, there were several issues the company needed to address:
• Improve report management and retrieval for documents stored across
multiple platforms and repositories
• Enhance the functionality in how reports were captured, repurposed, and
retained
• Consolidate the number of ECM software products
• Reduce storage costs and overall license fees
The company decided the ﬁrst step toward a modern, efﬁcient ECM platform was
decommissioning ASG Mobius ViewDirect and replacing it with Systemware’s
Content Cloud for better content management, search, and extraction functionality.
With the Mobius licensing contract renewal deadline fast approaching, the
company also needed to ﬁnd a rapid, reliable way to move off the Mobius platform.
They found the right partner with experience in managing complex data
rationalization projects – Systemware.

Solutions

Systemware: A trusted, experienced partner
Systemware, a content services platform provider, was the logical choice having
built a reputation of helping organizations with complex data conversions. They
have successfully assisted large companies retire ECM software products like ASG
Mobius ViewDirect, CA View/Deliver, and IBM RMDS/CMOD.
Systemware Legacy Archive Processor: A proven, fast approach to retire ASG
Mobius ViewDirect
The Mobius license represented redundant technology and substantial licensing
fees. After a proof of concept, it was clear that Systemware had the processes and
tools to retire the Mobius platform with time to cutover to Content Cloud, while
mitigating the need to physically migrate the Mobius content. And they did in four
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months with Systemware’s Legacy Archive Processor (LAP) – no need to sign
another multi-year contract for Mobius.
Systemware’s automated data migration process is a deﬁned and proven
approach. The LAP is a fast, reliable methodology that has been used successfully
with multiple customers. “Our approach starts with a comprehensive end-to-end
consultative analysis, so nothing gets missed,” said Sean Furrh, Systemware
Director of Solutions Delivery. “We learn everything about your content and
processes. Then data conversion is made fast and reliable with proprietary
conversion tools and a proven approach, our Legacy Archive Processor.”
But the LAP is more than a tool; it’s a proven data rationalization methodology that
systematically addresses every data touchpoint. The process ensures each
document is accessible on a consistent, repeatable basis moving forward.
Systemware starts with a deep dive understanding of each piece of content in the
legacy system – from its metadata to how it’s stored and distributed – all which is
loaded and mapped into Content Cloud.
With the company now free from Mobius, the beneﬁts of moving to Content
Cloud have far exceeded their original goals. Systemware’s LAP accelerated the
conversion process and Content Cloud software modernized and future-proofed
the company’s ECM ecosystem – and lowered costs.

Beneﬁts
• Converted from ASG Mobius ViewDirect software in four months
• Converted legacy data without moving any content
• Saved on software licensing fees, storage, and compute costs
• Enhanced user and customer experience
• Modernized ECM platform and ecosystem
• Enabled enterprise insight, visibility, and security

About Systemware

Systemware has been a pioneer in enterprise content management for forty years,
helping the world’s most highly regulated organizations capture content from a
variety of systems, ﬁnd it wherever it is stored and deliver it in the context needed
for each business line. Their content services platform, Content Cloud, helps
organizations modernize their content management, interoperate with a range of
repositories and systems, automate their processes, personalize their experience,
and enable their content for business intelligence. Systemware is committed to
ensuring organizations meet information governance requirements in a manner
that optimizes cost and complexity while providing a tailored user experience.

Give us a call and we’ll tell you more. 844.343.0200
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